PETERSON CHOOSE HP AND ELITRON

DIGITAL PRINT
AND CUTTING
INVESTMENT
PETERSON CHOOSE HP AND
ELITRON SOLUTIONS TO
INCREASE PRODUCTION OF
POS DISPLAYS AND SHORT
RUN PACKAGING IN NORWAY
A REPORT BY DANIEL BRUNTON

V

PK acquired Peterson in 2016.
An extensive investment plan
was rolled out and today, it is
co-owned by VPK and Klingele. With
six facilities in Norway, Sweden and
Denmark, it continues to be run as an
empowered business unit under the
Peterson name. Thanks to this shared
ownership between VPK and Klingele,
Peterson has a solid position in the
European alliance Blue Box Partners.

Display plant in Sarpsborg, Norway, has
recently been the focus of significant
investment, having installed an HP
Scitex 15500 Industrial Press and two
Elitron plotters. These are the ideal
pieces of equipment for production of
both displays and smaller production
runs for corrugated packaging. The
digital printer and plotters allows for
a significant increase in the in-house
capacity to produce high-class displays
and packaging with fast turnaround.

Display & Short Run
As well as being a leader in the
production of packaging in the
territory, Peterson also has a keen eye
on the POS display market. Peterson’s

Peterson has allowed Blue Box Partners
to expand into the Scandinavian market,
adding well over €150 million to the
alliance’s turnover.
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Leading Technology
At the beginning of last summer, the
Sarpsborg plant installed two new
Elitron Kombo TAV-R plotters, a totally

automatic die-less cutting system for
packaging and displays with a working
area up to 3200 x 1600mm. Both
lines come with the latest technology
to increase overall performance.
“Thanks to dual cutting heads
instead of one, output capacity almost
doubles compared to traditional
plotting tables,” says Tom-Willy Olsen,
Factory Manager at Sarpsborg. “A fully
integrated loading system with elevating
platform reduces loading times.
Furthermore, the ‘Airopanel’ take off
system is fully automated and patented
‘Seeker System’ software is used for the
reading and recognition of the reference
marks. The Elitron solution reads from
the underside, which is important for
us as we tend to cut and crease with
the printed side facing downwards.”
The Sarpsborg POS specialist
currently employs 35 people. Of that
number, three are in sales, three in
customer services, five in design and
the rest in production. The displays
being produced serve a wide range
of customers in Scandinavia, with
about 90 per cent of production
being supplied in Norway.

www.thepackagingportal.com
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“IN-HOUSE PLOTTING AND DIGITAL PRINTING CAPACITY OFFERS REAL ADDED VALUE FOR OUR
CUSTOMERS. IT IS THE IDEAL EQUIPMENT TO CREATE NEW PACKAGING OR DISPLAY INNOVATIONS AND
ALLOWS THE CUSTOMER TO EXPERIENCE AND ASSESS A LIVE VERSION OF THE REQUIRED PRODUCT.”
TOM-WILLY OLSEN, FACTORY MANAGER AT SARPSBORG

Faster production
The new plotters were installed in line
with the recently installed HP Scitex
15500 Industrial press to combine
excellent plotting and printing results.
Previously, they had been using
traditional die-cutters, but the lead
time for cutting dies meant long
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turnaround times, which was not ideal.
“We have a lot of customers who need
urgent deliveries of POS solutions
based on local events or regional
campaigns and having long lead times
due to slow die supply was starting to
cause us issues,” explains Olsen. “We
decided to look at how to speed up the
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process and came to the conclusion
that digital cutting was the only way
we could speed up the supply.”
He continues, “Having in-house
plotting and digital printing
capacity offers real added value
for our customers. It is the ideal
equipment to create new packaging

PETERSON CHOOSE HP AND ELITRON

“WE HAVE MANY ORDERS WITH SMALL QUANTITIES AND THIS IS WHERE THE ELITRON TABLES REALLY
COME INTO THEIR OWN WHEN COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL DIE-CUTTERS. WITH ZERO SET-UP TIME
AND THE ABILITY TO NEST SEVERAL DIFFERENT JOBS ON ONE SHEET, WE GET MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY.”
TOM-WILLY OLSEN, FACTORY MANAGER AT SARPSBORG

or display innovations and allows
the customer to experience and
assess a live version of the required
product. It is perfect for producing
a high quality finished product,
covering displays, POS material or
packaging solutions in smaller runs,
with ultra-short delivery times.”

Two lines
“We chose two Elitron cutters,
because we needed capacity and
flexibility – one cutter would have
given us a bit of a bottle neck,” explains
Olsen. “We also have many orders with
small quantities and this is where the
Elitron tables really come into their

own when compared to traditional
die-cutters. With zero set-up time
and the ability to nest several
different jobs on one sheet, we
get maximum flexibility.”
The Elitron Kombo TAV-R plotters
are flexible machines, being able
to handle many types of media,

www.thepackagingportal.com
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“WE HAVE BEEN VERY HAPPY WITH OUR CHOICE OF EQUIPMENT AND ALREADY SEEN AN UPLIFT IN
CAPACITY. THIS CAN ONLY BE SEEN AS GOOD FOR OUR CUSTOMERS.”
TOM-WILLY OLSEN, FACTORY MANAGER AT SARPSBORG

ranging from corrugated to reboard,
honeycomb and even polypropylene.
The set-up times are kept to
a minimum as the double gantry
is equipped with two multi tool
cutting heads where a wide range
of tools allows the user to cover
the entire range of packaging
applications, with no downtime due
to manual tool changes activities.
The AiroPanel technology, which
removes the working area from the
processed materials in one go, allows
for a complete, clean cut that increases
the overall output quality and makes
nicks a thing of the past as now the
waste material can easily be removed
in a matter of seconds. On top of this,
the loading and unloading automation
makes for additional savings in
workforce and real 24/7 productivity.
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“The precision of the cutting heads
results in high quality cut-outs and
thanks to a sophisticated camera and
control software, there is no deviation
from the first to the last sheet,” says
Olsen. “Thanks to this, we are getting
significantly less waste in production
compared to the previous method.”

Training partner
“Our operators have handled the
move from the traditional die-cutters
to the Elitron plotters really well,”
says Olsen. “They were sent to the
Elitron factory in Italy for training
and familiarisation before installation
and then had a detailed training
programme when the machines had
been commissioned in our factory.
We have been very happy with our
choice of equipment and already seen
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an uplift in capacity. This can only be
seen as good for our customers.”
“Peterson is a leading provider in
Scandinavia, servicing important
customers in various markets such as
food, drinks and FMCG. We are
continuing with these activities,
improving service levels and further
developing wherever possible. Peterson’s
long term business presence and close
customer relationships fit in neatly with
the company vision of the shareholders.
The strengths of two proven companies
are now combined in the Peterson brand,
no matter whether it is for displays or
packaging. Investment throughout the
business, such as the installation of the
HP Scitex 15500 Industrial Press and the
two Elitron digital cutting tables is proof
our commitment to the region,”
concludes Olsen. ■

